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Ghduate teaching a *-tants often enteria schnol d pa

completing theirundervaduate-degree. =heir
- P --

often meager and, by-compariaoW, nome'programs,

theatre, radio-television-film, corllunicAtion'di-sordert or go

to,
tion orientation are .all ask ed to t-each-isectkon

a course that may have

graduate training. The general goal of the.b

backgrod.nnd

of the

latio

interested, con petent highl_y-motivated,t0Chers.

quickly and eficie ly prepare these student

key in tis prosecute is to =re

ship with

e directiotr;

o ific

ication

r unger-

produce

t.
C-COU

ebee strident

.

:primary goal is get degree; thus, demands Upot

that is, they must not conflict with theirpri7ti=r

effectedcand Supported is-important, Achi

riust not :be excessive- -

The way t,hi3 blend

the fdus

have been written on graduatf. teahave` been training

_dhcomrnuirt. Al--

2
her training in. other disciplines. Many authoro

.
suggest specialized

there have Been e plethora of articles on graduat

courses. ar,, essio for preparation. Some promote 1.16.ekly staff meetings or

discussion _ idds or workshops. In this article, a Alti-faceted training

. -

has been

tions

gpscribed that includes many of the above-eIement

in use

_feet -e teachi-gon the part of the graduate teaching assistants.

for five years d has resulted in strong

The program

basic-course evalua-

G ad;uat students have also -en(ressed positive r_actions to tjze program.
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The overall goal of the training program is to. offer .structure, yet

flex]. ility and direction, yet freedom. Although eemingly contradictory, we

want to "gtvd'our instructors as much latitude as possible, and yet we wa gt

stOentS -in the various sections of the course to have consistent xperienoose

Thee are some major reasons graduate students often do not receive enough

eture or:direction.. These easo s seem to be rooted in attitudek and

feelings expressed by teachers
9

for teac training in their courses:

by basic-o . 'directors who are l'espo'netPle

4
bl No one likes -'t e told what do; thus, we do no like

2. Who says our approach or ethod is :righ Since

that aghat w have to offer may not be correct that there are many

alterna thollologies-, we choose not to offer graduates any optic

Because many teachers rece"'-ed no structure or direction in their

developMeK ,-anA,they got' where they are - -they feel graduate

begin, the s We ;often tend to per.-etuate ou

students should

expridtices .

Some teachers have the philosophy that the best way to gro

deve p hroug0 experiencing the freedom tc explore .fully And f

s rictions of any kind undermine this foundation.
of'

. There is the feeling, too, that through structure, direction, and

contrrol we stifle creativity. Suggested ideas, approaches1 exorcises, and

activiti place inhibiting blinders on the re :pdent.

6. staying out of the graduate st4dent way,',we uphold academic

freedom. No one in academe h 0 the right to infringe -on-anothe academic

freedoM.

There are, be sure, other' r a on3 Why gr, stu,

or no training in teaching . opinee_ ,La

receive little

es, some with



economics SOM with lack of inteient. All, however have the-name-oatcome.

degrees = -who haveWe "certify' college

little or no training' in teaching.) We may, iri fact,

teachers--through the conferenc

r-

not teach, who then assume yositio where they are supposed to

who can-

are required

to) teach others to teach and-the cycle of ineffectiveness and ineptness can

be perpetuated.

At Bpwlfng Green State Uhiver chi in tfle basi

lack any prior teaching e p e es. They wine from d tiv rse undergraduate

experiences. Because they are graduate students first we atterrt to protect"

their time by st turing and directing their teachink., We aseunle thatfo

approach to the basic course not only works but that it is the.best experi rice

we can offer ourundergrad- t- 'The basic ,course a hybrid approach oornp9 ed

of interpersonal, small-group, and public-communication.0X nee Our

asSumPtion, tod, that graduate-student e

hetip them in their search fora

osure V.to bah of these ates
.

many will bye 'asked to teach courhetezin
L7

, ,

one of these three areas. We feel too hat we dO. not :stifle creativity,.

-The creative person

th

he

must assume thew -ponsibility for `train

not restricted by structure and direction. Rather,

eative person is likely to be creative despite he s tnati ii:the,mo re

he has to work with, the more c he or she can be it:12er.-

an the weak,

are some

e; someone

ineffective, and Unoualified either be trai

students who should not be all

e feel 'thmust judge. Finally,

to teach. ,

eliminated?

Someone gust discr

t sharing our 6wledge and

others is a y--a pleasure. It should be. 'Those whi experience

pleasure are likely to be snore of ectiv,rk. trainin hers.

We begin our,. traiping progr

essentially, a five or six-pro. pPI

re' ti fail parteregiTA,

aCh. It involves getting als



into the hands of graduate 'students in about mid Summer, training sessions

prior to the beginning of.all teaching, weekly staff meetings once the

quater. begins, in-class visitations by the director, the enrollment in one

hou of pedagogy credit for which an assignment is completed, and a f Al

Optional prong. fair those very serious about teadhing interpersonal Or ' public

communication: enrollMent in a four-credit course titled "Teaching Interper-

sonal And Public- Communication." Each prong will be discussed brief

Additional suggestions, or options are

Ione

1 ,

red as approp
't-

in thedis

The first prong involves ge %tins the textbooks and materials to the

incoming teach ng assistant (T.A.). Because the basic course at Bowling

Green is offe-_ ed for four: credits, we expect students to engage in :much

reading and

- difficulty we acqiin thiS regard is the attitude by some undergraduates that

speech communication is a lightweight

) _

gnrnent preparation. Our expectatiOns are high. The biggest

subject and should not require as much

time and effort assother he.svyw eih.t subjects such as chemistry or math.

the course; we require a basic textbook, an accompanying readers and a student

manual that-integrates these for the student and provides the syllabus,
t

specific assignment , critique sh 'and course-evaluation forms .3 These

are sent to the T.A. during the summer priof to when4his or her assistantship

begins. In additio- we send a teacher manual.

Of all the material ire. send, the teacher's manual has become the mos

Here is where the director can be direct and personal'. Here, too,'6)

essential.

where freedom, flexibilitY, and spontaneity can b_ discu The teacher's

manual is only 53 pages in length; the first 19 pages treat major aspects of

teaching such as attendance_ gradtng valuation, make -up policies,. tests,

conferen and academic sty.- This section is prefaced by a nirec



es '-not only lays out the nA. _re of the course, -the

sof'the.directo teaching hssistAnts some of the material instructors Taus

plan tp prepare n-advanc presentation in the course, but, too, the

major concerns the dir'eaor suchas the --ty fo

ecttibnm,

1 meeting all, c1ases

2. following the urse syllabus

3. being pr_,pared for classes

a. having material fill hand to required time lkilt

i

having additional material to ted times 14hen-exe
4

speeches, lectures -run short

4. showing concern forhe students

a. Aahlishing and holding office hours
.

b. giVing Advice'And assistance

efficiently marking, correcting, and returning student .assignments

r
es,

upporting the basic communication p gra

6. attending all l cturesand staff meetings

Perhaps the most vain b1 e part of the teacher's manual, once 'D.A.'S:Jere

r ady begin teaching,-is 3h-page section titled Meeting Reminders

a day-by-day'instructional guide designed with several pur-o essin mine

1. t alerts tea hers to forthcoming assignments.

It

It cove-s'the material that should be considered or discussed

ring each class session.

3. It ,Movides examples of que ions that can be used for pr_:es.-

sing exercises, activities, and assignments

Based on sitations it is clear that 7.A. 's find the processing

exercise., activities,- and assignments one of their st challenging, and, per-

haps, most perplexing tasks. As an evaluator of their teaching, it is clear



that it is in theSe le ctured, more s

Live teaching is often best revealed. But

aneous situations that e ec-
,

easier for .thereto, let the

exercise or activity progress until no time remains for processing.15 other-

case's, they find discussing the issues and arguments revealed or- stimulated

in the exercise easier than Analyzing the falocess. When i specifid",- exercise--

activity- relatedwquesftions are provided tyld overall quality ofette.preces-
.

sing improve
A

the is class time is more efficient

r-
ing on important communication concepts and printifilleS in

and actifities

only migbi-l'57.77urpose be misunder

sidered "fun And games.

IL. It reminds teachers of t

If exercises

fated to communic ti'9n concepts -and principles

hole courSe might b

can encourage them by_putting e readings

ing them.

'eadings students are 4 i T

the blackboard or briefly rev

It suggests other possible activities that can be used.as

also suggests some alternatives-- that'can be considered.

'6. It offers sUggestions for persoralizing the course.

7. It also proVides spac s for th T,A.'s to add their own comments

and suggestions regarding the way the exercises and activities are handldd-in

the training sessions or the. way class periods progress. They are also newt--

aged to record recommendations for furth improvement.

Armed with tels material, and having accepted the challenge to ra=ise

questions and ask for clarification where needed, T.A 's come to campus several

day. before claSses begin. At some institutions, graduates enroll in a cfAss

which credit is given; at others students are paid

in- an organized and inedeptn training
a

thei participation

At ling Green, allgraduate

students are required to participate in university -wide "Pro essional Develop-



broad scab.

videp-tap

also

_ovidecl

I

The-purpose program is teachir irnprovment on a

of the PDF, students hav a teaching unit o lesson

Video- taping is an-important part of teacher tr ining.21 They

with instructions on lecturing and leading diu ussions They

engage,in-discussions with who are xperienced.in teaching in their

t4 h this program, each department or college runs its

. With n the chool of Speech Communication, the director

each of the multi - sectioned cures is responsible for that training.
=

Because- T.A Powling seen -are offered a br4d look .at teaching

through the PPP, loeCause they need specific information about wHat they are

to do .when they enter the classroom, and beCause there are only two or three'

days to prepare, ire choose to put the .teaching assistants in the role of

student and have them par.kicIpate in the activities they. will 'soon direct.
\

After each xercine

Sion i.n the.course

r activity, it is discussed, the rationale f its inclu-

is presented, and various approaches to it or means

presenting it are offered..

0

erienced teaching assistants (one's who have

previously taught the basic course) attend these sessions, help i4un the

exercise and activities, and contribute their impressions, discuss their

problems, and suggest alt ativ and approaches.

The basic-communi

training ses

ation se begins with interpersonal ex rcis hus,

begin with interpersonal xercises. About thirty to

.thirty -five T.A.-s. are involved in this
4

initial training. The by-product

these training sessions' are precisely those encouraged in he cornmutrication

91s oom:

Participants become acquainted.W1th each the-

2. Interaction and communication -are initia

3. A communication spirit or environment :is
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'T.A.Is from the various program a eas.of the School (Theatre

'EadioTelevision-Film, Communication Disorders

Education, and Interpersonal and Public Communicat n)

together! shEare ideaspland establish fr ndships:

Perhaps the major. function of these opening that 'they help

alleviate fear. Most of those_ T.A.'h in training have never taught before.

Just as a "case can be made for using interpersonal exercises prior to a public_
-40-e ge.

communication unit,to help relax students, a case can be made for using they

-to v the same f nction p to n-class teaching. They help T.A. feel

comfortable and poised -- ready. They also provide how-to-do-it information

they. Gan use the next week. This appbars to be a-common concern of T.A.'s.5

As the qua'ter begins, the and fifth prongs begin. Weekly

staff meetings are Started. These ire designed to be, a continuation

initial sessions as well as an opportunity to present and dipcu m-0-gmon prob-
4'

lems. Since-T.A. s are now in the classroom ching, they confront many

Pibblems and questions that are a product of their new situation.

The training sessions -arid weekly, staff meetings also- provide a model of

the expectations held fqr T.A. effectiveness in the classroom. If, the director

of the prcTram is unable 'to fulfill characteristics' of effective teaching, how

can the be expected to fulfill them? "Do as I say and net as I'd() " is

an ineffective Counterproductive aphorism for effectiVe training in such

V.tuatrons. The characteristics consistently' identified by student- as comprising.

effective teaching; and thus that should help guide the director are

1. clarity organization, inte pretation and explanation

2..encouragement of class discussion and the presentation of

diverse pbints of view

tirnulation of students' interes , motivation; ng



4. manifestations' of attentiv

5. manifestation of

These are charactArrstics

rthusiasm
6 \

establish as important for -the ba ic-communItation

course; thus, they should be Visible and active in each of the training:sespiOns

and staff meetings. Weekly staff meetings continue throughout the quarter

One other part of the training sessions that has proven valuable is

practice in critiquing and analyzing speeches. Since public speaking is fully

one-third of the coursd, T.A.!s must become do fortab -in evaluating such

efforts. Our attempt in having T.A.'s evaluate live or video-taped speeches

is threefold

1. It prepa

analy8i

2.-It

them by providing a variety of approaches to Kies.

h a-variety of questions that could be asked. It sugges

the important concept and p incipies and:which ones-de most e

3. Finally,

assigning grades.

Our intent is not to make everyone

it gives th some idea of th e st.andards to tie' used in

standards the same. Even if we cou

would not want to. WA hope to bring those whose evaluations *9 extreme

lenient and those whose evalUations'are_very conservative in toward some agreedr

upon mean. With 34735 T.A judging what some would ldbel.a high "C" speech,

the early g grade range might vary-from a,"D"-to an "A." Practice, disbussion

and comparison of grades helps- to get all" T.A. operating from a more-common

base. The advantage of yideo-taped speeches is, o course,that they can be

replayed. In this way, mor 9 a`fective listening is encouragqd through the

outlining and explication of_,specific We have fqn-nd this to be one-

area where widely divergent approinches and andrds are revealed.

err on the side of spending too muell-time on this function.

We prefer to
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Once teachers become more comfortable in

tment to graduate life becomes easier And

of teacher.training is inttiated:in- las's vi

10

heir classroom, and once the
4

axed, the fourth prongore

itations. Because the philos-.

ophy and approach for this p ong have been proVided'elsewhere, only the main

Warp es'will be offered here

1. to provide follow-up offs

of ideas and

rva

evaluate eaching kills

mentatton

provide guidelines for improvement

h. o let graduate. ,students know that

i portant-
_

ective- eaching is

Although a'resporise-form cheek sheet with specific crit, la is used forhe

ensive open-ended responses.9 What theobservation, teallows too, fo

observer wants to determine is whether A ot T.A.'s have developed CARE: Com-

lunicated Authenticity, Regard fEir the other person which is po..itiv_ and

Empathy, and if it is not revealed, to help the develop it.10 follow-up
A

.

conferences, conversations, or visitations are necessary, they are pursued.

This has, in general, been one f

Although nobody really likes to have

his ear her teaching, most concede that it

diminished if its purpos

ng st aspects of the training program:
r

son in .a superior pOsition observing

helpful. The threat can be

seated as an observationu _stion one as

opposed to an evaluative one. 'Pedple, in general, do not like to be evaluated.

The visitation-program is an automatic,

program. -In-the five years that it has beenusedthe hastc7cou

,been no'Abjectt

inherent, and expected p

visits are made to

t of

there have

complaints. The visitations are unannounced_. Second

classes of both high - quality and low-quality instructors;

4%..d

s not an indication of-weakness or failure.thus, a. second visi
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Another part of the visitation program can include having new teach

visiting experieno colleagues. For two years at Bowling Creen,- 6 had all

teachers visiting each other. Although worthwhile, it becomes arradminist a-

tive hassle to make/certain everyone vis ting,' that all_have a chande to'

see a variety 'of 'styles acid approaches, and to Make certain no ohe,feels

threatened, harassed, or infringed upon. We did not allow T.A.Ts full fliedom

Sri whom they wished to visit. It was eminently clear that some T.A1rs would

have been teaching with a gallery of visitors while bthe

`Fur all assistants in the basic co

ourse, the fifth Aron

one of its requirements

ould have no one,:

a coordinate one-hour pedagogy

quired. in the past, this course has had_ as

a prqject.tailor-made for the basic-cours

experience. Some of the projects included:

designing an activity_ or-exercise

vering and justifying a supplementary reading

3. creating and defending an evaluation (critique) form

h. devising examination questions

The projects change each-quarter. For those who get no

teaching

eCifiC classm

pedagogy training -- besides' the training 'sessions and weekly -earl' meetin

are involved

-they

minimal effort that gets. them thinking and working in a peda-

gogical vein. This project assignment has also provided the prog am with many

additional pieces of information and kinds of material that have_ been helpful

T-1 updating both the approach and the content of the course.

The final prong of the teacher- training effort has been- voluntary. It

is a four-unit course titled "Teaching Interpersonal and Public Communication.

It is not unlike other such courses11 however, one basic underlying philosophy

-gUides the overall effort: the skilled and effective teacher is the one-who

can bring the largest amount and highest quality of material- to bear on the course.



The cour se. s built upon exposure. Rather than train teacher6 to implement

0 '
an exercise, critique an effort support _ approach, to defen d philos-

/ophy, cr'find the-Way, they must learn to find resources. The important thing

not necessarily the specifics at the time a course is offered--especially

since the specifics-arealways changing-but knowing where to find material

and how to enjoy the:quest are far more important. students are not only

excited about teaChng=,-41 excited about trying out new ideas,,thek,will take

responsibility for plugging in new, exciting content into

teachers -need are a variety

cours s. What

'ormats into which information can be plugged.

n this Course, we- talk-about a variety of approaches to education, to teaching,

and to int _personal and public-communication. These approaches are reflected

in the kinds of reading material required for the course:

Neil Postman and Charles. Weingartner, Teaching As a Subversive Activity

(New York: Delacorte Press, 1969).

Ohmer Milton and Associates, On College Teaching `Francisco: Jossey-

Bass Publishers, 1978).

Wilbert J. McKeachie, Teaching Tips: A Guidebook for the Beginning

College Teacher, Seventh Edition (Lexington, MassachUsetts: D. C. Heath and

Company, 1978).-

/

Ken Maerorie, Uptaught (New York: Hayden Book Company, Ind., 1970).

would also recommend several other sources I have used for the coubr,

Kenneth E. Eble, The Craft of Teaching (San F ncisco: Jpssey .-Bass Pub7

lish 1977).
0

Robert C. Hawley and Isabelj,, Hawley, Human Values in the Classroom: A

Handbook for Teachers (New York: dart Publishing Company, Inc., 1975) .

Robin Higham, The Compleat Academic:

Tower (NeW York: St. :Martin's, 1 97L).

An inf- 1 Guide the Ivory
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ed in these plug irate per-

sonar and public- corimunication mater.al. That is, we let the above authors

raise of the issues, and then we adapt those.isaues to the speech,commun

cation classroom. In that way, w.train the T.A. b oadly, knowing that the

methods and-approaches will have applicability. no matter the content arca. The

-question becomes, how likely is it that these students will be teaching the

course they. begin teaching,fiVe yeaS from now- Ahother.similarquestion, coAld

be asked as well: How likely is

course they begin teaching, in the same way `ive years from now. Students, it

seems, are either, lot trained at all or are trained to teach a course they

never teach. To minimize frustration, build a solid teaching base, and, thus,

to maximize effectiveness, we teach teachers to teach using interpersonal and

'that these students will be teaching the

public communication as-a focal point-for discussion but within the educational

or teaching-techniques rubric.

The final class -roject is designed toprovide more depth in a particular

area Specialty. that relates to the topic of the cow- . The expectation is

for students to research, develop, and then write a publishable pedagogical

article. Guidce is giveh throughout the development of the material. ,The

article is n submitted twice: once for thorough editorial comments and

suggestions and the second time for the grade.- This assignment also calls atten-

tion to the relationship between teaching and research. The quality of the

efforts vary; however, the course has resulted in several published pieces,4 two

conv_ i papers, and a thesis.

A by-product of these six prongs is another important part of T.A. train-

ing that must not be slighted; indeed, it must be encouraged. It could even be

con dered a seventh prong, although it is unstructured and ird ormal for the

most part. It is the social environment: the informal give-an -take that occurs.



between T.A .,. Although we know it happens, although we know it important,

and although we realtze that, perhaps more actual learning occurs in this

environment than in any we formally organize, how much do we do to encourage

it? There are several.ways to encourage a healthy social enTironrnent

1. Offie spade can. be arranged to facilitate interaction. T.A.Ts with

similar assignments can be located together

2. SOcial events such as parties

Generally, the T.1. themselves take care of this function.

3. Fating t

Mr

in adjoining offices.

get - togethers can be arranged.

es can be planned so that some T, certain times

open -fur brown -bag lunch-discussions.

Lounge areas can be provided with snack and coffee machines nearby

where T.A.'s can gather between classes.

.
Informal faculty-T-A'. discussions can be planned for the discussion

of issues pertinent to them. Some of these issues might include:

a. writing resumes

b. interviewing for jobs

c. writing, publishing, and presenting convention papers

d. consulting

e. time management

f. balancing writing, paching and service within the profession

g. how to adapt to a new teaching environment

The point of this article has been to indicate that teaching-assistant

training must involve more than a single-pronged approach. Although each prong

is important, just providing materials and texts, pre-service t Liningi weekly

staff eetings, in -class visitations, a`one -hour pedagogy course, an optional

four - credit teaching cou or even a proper, supportive, social climate,

not enough. The results we try to achieve at Bowling Green State University:



.(1 ) :breadth of exposure (2) variety of experiences, and (3) involv pnt in,-

.

activity (the actual teachiri.g) s from the effect of the total effort, not

necessarily from a single aspeCt of 'it. We cannot always control how-deeply

immersed T.A. s become in the total effort,; however, we try to make certain

that:in those areas where they must be involved, their experience is' broad and.-

meaningful. The approach is e and diVerse, but the- results appear to

be specific and effective. It helps teachers to believe in -mselves' that

are.00d teachers and that they are committed to, and finding

new .ways to improve their teachin skills. Our

and highlyrmotivated teachers.

I
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